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ABSTRACT!!
 This internship report is an overview of KID smART and the fiduciary responsibility it 
provides to the citywide arts education initiative Any Given Child - New Orleans (AGCNO). I 
began my 480-hour internship with KID smART in February 2015 to work on getting AGCNO 
off the ground. The following report combines on-site observational research, expertise I 
developed from my educational training, and independent research to provide an analysis of KID 
smART and AGCNO’s current position, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. 
Additionally, this report provides recommendations on how to address specific issues with 
operational management in order for AGCNO to establish independence and sustainability.!!
KEYWORDS!!
 Arts Administration; Arts Education; New Orleans; Citywide Initiative; New Orleans; 
KID smART; Any Given Child - New Orleans; AGCNO; Fiduciary Role; Community Arts 
Team; CAT!!
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INTRODUCTION!!
New Orleans possesses a longstanding history of rich arts and culture. The city prides 
itself on its cultural identity. Art on nearly every street corner and the number of great musical 
legends the city has produced are some indicators of the rich cultural heritage in the Crescent 
City. Arts education in New Orleans is key to ensure the growth and sustainability of the arts in a 
city that values its cultural identity. !
Though many New Orleanians are proud of their heritage, there are growing concerns for 
the future of cultural preservation in the city. In order to combat this rising epidemic, arts and 
community leaders came together in 2014 to begin the process of a new citywide arts education 
initiative called Any Given Child - New Orleans (AGCNO). AGCNO is part of a national 
network for arts education initiatives, Ensuring the Arts for Any Given Child, which is facilitated 
by The John F. Kennedy Center in Washington, DC.!
In 2014, KID smART, a New Orleans-based arts education nonprofit, led the application 
process for the city of New Orleans to become an Any Given Child site. In order to apply for the 
grant, KID smART had to work on developing a Community Arts Team (CAT). The CAT 
consists of six representatives from other nonprofit organizations from around the city and from 
the mayor’s office. Once the CAT was assembled, KID smART completed the application 
process and the Kennedy Center added New Orleans to its list of Any Given Child sites.!
 This internship report combines on-site observational research, expertise I developed from 
my educational training, and independent research to provide an analysis of KID smART and 
AGCNO’s current position, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Additionally, this 
report provides recommendations on how to address specific operational management issues in 
order for AGCNO to establish independence and sustainability.! !
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CHAPTER 1 – A PROFILE OF KID smART!
& ANY GIVEN CHILD - NEW ORLEANS!
 
History, Mission and Vision: KID smART!
 KID smART is a 501(c)(3) arts education nonprofit established in New Orleans working 
with eleven area schools. Teaching artists provide teacher training and instruction in the visual 
and performing arts. Founded in 1999 by artists Allison Stewart and Campbell Hutchinson, KID 
smART began as a Saturday program in the visual arts serving twenty children at Fischer 
Elementary School.1 Today in 2016, KID smART remains committed to sustainable growth, 
expanding educational services without sacrificing high-quality resources in teacher 
development and arts education.2!
 The vision states, “The arts empower all children to unlock their full academic, creative 
and personal potential.”3 KID smART’s goal is to help provide the necessary learning tools in 
order to prepare children as critical and innovative thinkers. !
KID smART’s focus is arts integration, which links the arts with existing academic 
curricula.4 The mission at hand is “[…] to engage children in dynamic, creative and rigorous 
learning through the arts.”5 Arts integration approaches the learning process by using the arts to 
create connections between academic content and the different ways that children learn. The arts 
essentially become a teaching method.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 "Who We Are." KID SmART. Web. 21 Nov. 2015.  
2 Ibid. 
3 "Vision and Mission." KIDsmART. Web. 21 Nov. 2015.  
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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History, Mission and Vision: Any Given Child – New Orleans!
Any Given Child – New Orleans (AGCNO) is part of a national network of arts 
education initiatives listed under the official name of Ensuring the Arts for Any Given Child, 
Any Given Child (AGC) for short, which is facilitated by the John F. Kennedy Center in 
Washington, DC.6 The Kennedy Center’s first site was Sacramento, CA in 2013.7 Since then, 
AGC has sixteen cities that are a part of its national network. The initiative’s primary goal states, 
“[…] to assist communities in developing and implementing a plan for expanded arts education 
in their schools, ensuring access and equity for all students in grades K-8.”8 Being part of the 
program means that the Kennedy Center sponsors professional development workshops for 
teachers, teachings artists, and cultural leaders. In addition, it provides a support network for 
assist each city in the program to identify the needs of each individual site, and provide the tools 
for a site to develop a plan to fill those needs. !
In order to be considered for the program, several of New Orleans’ community arts 
leaders got together to identify themselves as the official Community Arts Team (CAT) and 
submitted an application to the Kennedy Center in 2014.9 The application verified support from 
the city’s mayor, arts council, and heads of various charter schools to adopt the Kennedy 
Center’s program and begin the process of the citywide arts education initiative. Once accepted, 
New Orleans became the sixteenth city to join the national AGC network and a consulting team, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 "Any Given Child." The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. The John F. Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts. Web. 19 Nov. 2015.  
7 "Any Given Child - Site Profiles and Reports." The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. The John F. 
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. Web. 19 Nov. 2015. 
8 "Any Given Child." The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. The John F. Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts. Web. 19 Nov. 2015. 
9 "Any Given Child - Site Profiles and Reports." The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. The John F. 
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. Web. 19 Nov. 2015.  
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consisting of Barbara Shepard, Randy Russell and Deborah Brzoska, was sent to meet with the 
new CAT. 10 !
 The first phase, Strategic Planning, began shortly after admittance. It indicated that the 
Kennedy Center’s consulting team and the site’s CAT were to draw up a vision and mission, set 
goals, collect necessary data, and review the current status of arts education in the community.11 
This process helped to identify where gaps existed in current arts education policies and 
practices, and how to address them. The CAT adopted a set of goals and action steps by the end 
of the first phase, which were announced at a public forum and documented in a report on June 
16, 2015.12 Afterwards, The Kennedy Center’s consulting team stepped back and allowed for the 
CAT to continue developing AGCNO. 13!
The second phase, Implementation, is executed in years 2, 3 and 4 of the program.14 
AGCNO entered its second phase in June 2015.15 The Governance Council was established 
thereafter to develop new committees responsible for accomplishing each goal and associated 
action steps. !
In due time, AGCNO will enter into the third and final phase, Sustainability, which will 
go into effect at the beginning of the fifth year and continue thereafter.16 Phase Three indicates 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 Ibid. 
11 "Any Given Child - Program Process & Timeline." The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. The 
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. Web. 19 Nov. 2015.  
12 "Any Given Child Community Forum." Any Given Child Community Forum. George & Joyce Wein Jazz Center, 
New Orleans. 16 June 2015. Address.  
13 "Any Given Child - Program Process & Timeline." The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. The 
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. Web. 19 Nov. 2015. 
14 Ibid. 
15 “Any Given Child - Site Profiles and Reports." The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. The John F. 
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. Web. 19 Nov. 2015. 
16 "Any Given Child - Program Process & Timeline." The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. The 
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. Web. 19 Nov. 2015. 
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that the community sustains and expands arts education offerings and continues to ensure 
funding and staffing for programming, communications, and marketing.17!
 The CAT and stakeholder buy-in supports the vision of AGCNO, which states “Any 
Given Child is creating a movement of partnerships across cultures, communities and classrooms 
resulting in confident, creative young people with a passion for life and learning.”18 A charter 
school system, like the one found in New Orleans, makes for necessary partnerships across the 
city in order to ensure that the students are getting the most out of their education. AGCNO’s 
vision is an indicator for using common ground like arts education to bring together a scattered 
educational system.!
The vision very much relates to the mission of AGCNO, which declares “Every K-8 child 
will receive pervasive, abundant, and resource-rich arts learning experiences that are connected 
to New Orleans cultures and model excellence and best practices in education.”19 It took 
members from different parts of the community to help come up with a finalized mission 
statement. Each time that the mission was up for revision, the element of connecting to New 
Orleans’ culture attests to the importance of this city’s artistic and cultural history. !!
Organizational Structure: AGCNO in Relation to KID smART!
AGCNO is a community-based, collective-impact initiative; it does not belong to any 
single organization. Rather, it is overseen by a group of stakeholders who are directly involved 
with AGCNO across the community. This group of stakeholders is called the Governance 
Council. !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 Ibid. 
18 "Any Given Child Overview." KID SmART. 18 Dec. 2015. Web. 12 Jan. 2016.  
19 Ibid. 
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The Governance Council governs AGCNO, overseeing policy and administration, 
monitoring finances, creating programs and nurturing and growing partnerships. Governance 
Council members chair or co-chair one of five committees that facilitate a set of goals and the 
list of action steps: !
● Access to Excellence Committee – Sonya Robinson, Director of Artist Corps New 
Orleans!
a. Expand ACCESS TO EXCELLENT arts rich schools that provide rigorous, 
sequential and joyful arts education. 
i. Create rubric for arts rich schools and common definitions for arts 
education terms to align all stakeholders. 
ii. Meet with and collect data from schools about existing arts programming 
and desire for arts hub. 
iii. Create pilot project and application process for first cadre of schools. 
iv. Organize professional development opportunities for schools and teaching 
artists. 
● Investment Committee – (no active chair)!
a. INVEST in arts education by identifying and developing resources to ensure 
sustainability of initiative. 
i. Raise funds for AGCNO initiative and school pilot project. 
● Communications Committee – Scott Aiges, Director of Programs, Marketing & 
Communications at New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Foundation !
a. COMMUNICATE and connect with stakeholders, partners and community to 
build awareness and share information. 
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i. Create an engaging, action-oriented name and branding for the initiative.  
ii. Prepare and present media event to announce initiative.  
iii. Create and disseminate materials for Year 2 programming. 
● Advocacy and Policy Committee – Asante Salaam, City of New Orleans Cultural 
Economy and The Network; Kyle Wedberg, President/CEO of New Orleans Center for 
Creative Arts (NOCCA)!
a. ADVOCATE for arts education by creating a POLICY platform and engaging 
stakeholders as champions to help facilitate its realization. 
i. Gather current information about arts education policies nationally and 
determine relevant data.  
ii. Conduct initial research scan on relevant policy issues and identify 
potential consultant. 
● Arts Education Hub Committee – Echo Olander, Executive Director of KID smART!
a. Develop and maintain a digital ARTS EDUCATION HUB database of mapped 
data and arts education resources to inform decision-making and programming.  
i. Convene cultural partners and parent groups to discuss preliminary needs 
and desires for arts hub 
20!
Much of the council’s work is done in AGCNO Committees, which include community 
members outside the council. Committees create their own calendar of activities to accomplish 
annual tasks that reflect the charges that are provided by the council. To provide fiscal stability 
and sustainability for AGCNO, KID smART serves as the Housing Organization (HO/KS), 
under its 501(c)(3) status. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 Appendix E: AGCNO Mission, Goals and Action Steps 
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!
Governance Council Term Limits!
Council terms are set to two years, with consideration for renewal up to three terms. New 
members are selected by current council members, and are confirmed by a vote from the HO/KS 
Board of Directors. !!
Council Make-up and Requirements!
Council representatives are supposed to be from the city of New Orleans, cultural 
institutions, funders, educators, and a member of the HO/KS Board. The council can have a 
minimum of six members and maximum of nine. The responsibilities of the Governance Council 
are to:!
● Attend regular Council meetings, a minimum of four times annually, with no more than 
three absences per year, as well as one half-day planning meeting each year.!
● Chair or Co-chair on at least one committee and attend committee meetings no less than 
four times per year. !
● Commit to securing funds for the initiative in coordination with HO/KS each year.!
● Hire and supervise the work of the AGCNO Director.!
● Stay informed about issues and activities. Council members are encouraged to attend the 
Kennedy Center programs that are appropriate.!
● Serve the children and community of New Orleans, not a specific organization or art 
form.!
● Act in the best interest of the endeavor, disclose conflicts of interest, and excuse self from 
discussions and votes where there is a conflict of interest.!
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● Supervise the work of the AGCNO Director in coordination with HO/KS including 
annual performance evaluations.!!
Housing Organization!
The primary role of the HO/KS for AGCNO is to provide organizational stability for the 
emerging initiative while collaborating with the Governance Council. The responsibilities of the 
HO/KS are:!
● Secure a physical location for program staff in Arts Estuary (administrative office space 
for arts organizations and where KID smART is located).!
● Maintain a separate bank account for the initiative.!
● Oversee and coordinate financial aspects of projects including payroll and audit.!
● Provide guidance for the initiative in coordination with the Governance Council.!
● Assist with the development of budget and fund-raising plan in coordination with 
Governance Council.!
● Participate with the Governance Council through representation by HO/KS Executive 
Director and Board Member.!
● Provide the non-profit status and bear final responsibility for the initiative.!!
AGCNO Working Committees!
Working Committees support the work of AGCNO. Each working committee has at least 
one chairperson who is a member of the Governance Council. In collaboration with the AGCNO 
Director, Working Committees create their own calendars of activities to accomplish annual 
tasks that reflect the charges that are provided by the Governance Council. Efforts are made to 
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recruit working committee members from all areas of the city to ensure appropriate 
representation from the diverse communities served through AGCNO. !!
AGCNO Working Committee Members!
Members of AGCNO Working Committees are the community-wide members who 
support arts education in the city. Committees should be more than five, but no more than fifteen 
members. In addition to the AGCNO Governance Council Chairmen, these committees may 
include representatives from the following: !
● The Community Arts Team (CAT).!
● A representative from the City of New Orleans.!
● One representative from each partner arts organization (so all partner arts organizations 
are represented equally).!
● Chief Academic Officer of New Orleans Charter School(s).!
● Board of Directors Member of New Orleans Charter School(s). !
● Fine Arts Coordinator of New Orleans Charter School(s).!
● Curriculum staff member of New Orleans Charter School(s).!
● Communications staff member of New Orleans Charter School(s). !
● A representative from the New Orleans philanthropic community.!!
Outreach and Marketing!
 AGCNO has relied solely on KID smART and the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage 
Foundation to use name recognition in order to reach broader audiences of people interested in 
arts education and cultural preservation. Currently, all information regarding AGCNO is found 
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on KID smART’s website as a featured program, and there are worthy concerns regarding the 
AGCNO brand because of this. AGCNO is supposed to be a citywide, community effort. 
However, living under KID smART’s name leaves room for the misinterpretation of AGCNO 
belonging to KID smART. This can be seriously detrimental to the initiative because 
stakeholders bought into a new initiative rather than a KID smART program. !!
Keeping Stakeholders Informed!
The nature of the AGCNO initiative requires strong community buy-in because it is not 
intended to belong to any one organization. As outlined by the Kennedy Center, phase one 
indicates that the community should be heavily involved because the goals and mission should 
be tailored to what they city needs as determined by community members.21 That being said, the 
CAT met periodically throughout the first year to draft the mission and goals. !
Once drafted, a citywide community forum was announced in February of 2015. 
Community members were invited to discuss what the CAT worked on and provided feedback. 
The goals and mission were amended using feedback from the first forum. A second community 
forum was announced for June 2015 where stakeholders were able to review the changes made 
and give its final stamp of approval.22 Since a final draft of the goals and mission were adopted 
on June 16, 2015, stakeholders have received email updates that outline the Governance 
Council’s status of where it is as it works through phase two. In January of 2016, an email was 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 "Any Given Child - Program Process & Timeline." The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. The 
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. Web. 19 Nov. 2015. 
22 "Any Given Child Community Forum." Any Given Child Community Forum. George & Joyce Wein Jazz Center, 
New Orleans. 16 June 2015. Address. 
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sent out to stakeholders that explained the need for community leaders to join one of the five 
committees assigned to the goals that were adopted during phase one.23    !!
Rebranding!
There has been some conversation amongst the Governance Council regarding the 
AGCNO brand, but nothing that indicates immediate change or strides. There are, however, two 
sides to the argument for keeping the name or not. Keeping the AGCNO name means that the 
initiative will maintain stronger ties to the national AGC network through the Kennedy Center. 
In addition, the initiative will not have to start over in introducing itself to the New Orleans 
community. KID smART and the Jazz & Heritage Foundation have served greatly in regards to 
name recognition and getting the community to at least acknowledge that the process for this 
initiative is underway. !
On the other hand, creating a new name and rebranding AGCNO will provide the 
initiative with a chance to become an independent organization. If AGCNO were to adopt a new 
name, it could separate itself from KID smART as it starts a new website, gains press 
momentum, and solidifies stakeholder buy-in.!!
Startup Costs!
 KID smART’s Executive Director, Echo Olander, drew up a projection for what 
AGCNO’s initial budget will be. Unfortunately, her current role in KID smART presents a 
conflict of interest for Olander to allocate funding. As it is stipulated in the by-laws, KID 
smART may only finance its upcoming fiscal year for KID smART programs based off of a 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 Appendix D: January 2016 Email to Stakeholders 
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preapproved budget.24 It is because of this that the Investment Committee carries the weighted 
responsibility of allocating funds, which unfortunately does not have a chair as of yet. Olander 
proposed that the Governance Council collectively apply for at least three startup grants as 
outlined in her projected budget.25 !
The most pressing reason for acquiring funding as soon as possible is so that the 
Governance Council can hire a director. Once AGCNO has its own director, members of the 
Governance Council can focus on their respective roles within each Working Committee. Since 
all current Governance Council members are also in leadership positions for their respective 
organizations, they are unable to chair the Investment Committee. !! !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 Appendix A: KID smART By-Laws 
25 Appendix B: Any Given Child - New Orleans Budget Proposal 
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CHAPTER 2 – INTERNSHIP DESCRIPTION!!
 As part of the graduation requirements stated by the University of New Orleans’ Arts 
Administration Graduate Program, I began my 480-hour internship with KID smART in 
February 2015. Due to the nature of my internship, my hours spanned the course of one year and 
were completed in March 2016. Although my internship was technically with KID smART, all 
the work I put in went directly into the Any Given Child - New Orleans initiative. My duties 
mainly focused around communications and data and information management.!!
Communications !
The AGCNO initiative requires a lot of community input and buy-in, and reaching out to 
stakeholders was a top priority. I had to maintain clear communication between the CAT, 
Governance Council, and Working Committees since all members are scattered around the city 
working with their respective organizations. My responsibilities also included keeping the 
community informed of what the aforementioned groups worked on in between the citywide 
community forums. My duties in communications included record keeping, transcribing minutes, 
emailing updates to interested parties through Constant Contacts, writing press releases, 
managing the shared DropBox, and creating PowerPoint projects and information slides that 
were uploaded to the AGCNO page on KID smART’s website. !
Because AGCNO’s main sponsorship comes from the Kennedy Center, it was imperative 
that they received clear updates on how phase one’s process was going. Updates were mainly in 
the form of emails or in-person facilitation of meetings with the CAT. The in-person meetings 
usually included activities that helped identify what would ultimately become the mission, 
vision, and five goals. A CAT meeting with all of its members attending included 29 
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participants.26 It was, however, a rare occasion that everyone would be present for the monthly 
meetings. I maintained everyone updated on what happened during each meeting, which helped 
keep up the pace for future meetings.!!
Data and Information Management !
The beginning stages of the AGCNO initiative required a fair amount of research to know 
the amount of arts instruction currently being taught in New Orleans’ charter schools. This was 
important information that was required in order to properly evaluate the needs of each 
individual school. Since New Orleans practices a charter school system rather than a traditional 
public school system, every school is managed differently: a superintendent and school board 
collectively manage traditional public school systems whereas boards of directors independently 
manage charter schools.27 This makes the gathering of information imperative in a scattered 
school system like the one found in New Orleans because curriculums and budgets are managed 
differently from school to school. !
I was able to gather the necessary information from 32 area schools that participated 
through Fluid Surveys, which is an online surveying platform that was sent out to all 54 
elementary and middle schools.28 The CAT created the questionnaire based on what they 
believed would be useful information to determine the level of arts education that schools are 
offering. Teachers and school leaders were encouraged to fill out the survey. Once I gathered the 
information, I was able to use Fluid Survey’s features to project the statistics needed in order to 
analyze what each school offered.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 Appendix J: Community Arts Team 
27 "What Is a Charter School?" What Is a Charter School? Web. 10 Jan. 2016.  
28 "Find a Charter School – Louisiana Association of Public Charter Schools." Louisiana Association of Public 
Charter Schools. Web. 25 Jan. 2016.  
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AGCNO’s biggest challenge was figuring out an approach to bring equitable access of 
arts education to schools in Orleans Parish. The information gathered via Fluid Surveys proved 
this challenge to be greater than initially expected. As seen on the collected data, some schools 
reported as high as 5 art forms and 120,000 minutes per year of arts instruction, while some 
offered as little as 1 art form and 300 minutes per year of arts instruction.29 ! !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29 Appendix F: Arts Mapping Data Collected in 2015 
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CHAPTER 3 – S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS !!
!
 
Strengths !
AGCNO demonstrates three key strengths: Kennedy Center support, a dedicated and 
experienced governance committee, and established citywide support. These strengths will carry 
the organization over into the next phase of success as it continues to build additional strengths 
on its way to becoming a sustainable organization.!
Strengths: 
-Kennedy Center Support 
-Dedicated and Experienced 
Governance Council 
-Established Citywide Support 
Weaknesses: 
-Lack of Staff 
-Lack of Investment 
Committee Chair 
 
Opportunities: 
-Create Ideal Organizational 
Structure 
-Build Towards Sustainability 
-Maintain Stakeholder Buy-in 
and Community Support 
Threats: 
-Oversaturation of Nonprofits 
and the Financial Crisis 
-Conflicts of Interest 
 
  S      W      
  O      T 
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Kennedy Center Support!
As of the end of 2015, there are currently 18 cities inducted into the Kennedy Center’s 
Any Given Child program.30 In 2014, New Orleans became the 16th city to become part of the 
AGC national network. The most impactful benefits that come with the Kennedy Center’s 
support are name recognition and sponsored professional development workshops. !
Upon induction, the Kennedy Center submitted New Orleans with tailored Any Given 
Child logos that also display the Kennedy Center’s logo.31 This is advantageous because the 
Kennedy Center is an internationally recognized and reputable arts institution. By including the 
Kennedy Center’s logo in AGCNO’s logo, media and interested parties can take the initiative 
more seriously. The aspect of branding provides a strong endorsement for AGCNO to secure 
funding and community buy-in for something that has the potential of excelling.!
The Kennedy Center also sponsors professional development workshops for AGC 
affiliated educators and nonprofit leaders. These development workshops either take place in 
Washington, DC or in the respective site’s city. With any workshop, the Kennedy Center 
financially supports most if not all of the costs associated with attending the workshops. !!
Dedicated and Experienced Governance Committee!
The current Governance Committee is comprised of well-known arts leaders in New 
Orleans with many years of dedicated experience in the field. Echo Olander, Executive Director 
at KID smART, spearheaded the initiative. Olander’s experience with building a strong nonprofit 
is evident in her work with KID smART as she has been at its forefront since its inception.32 The 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30 "Any Given Child - Site Profiles and Reports." The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. The John F. 
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. Web. 19 Nov. 2015. 
31 Appendix G: Any Given Child Logos 
32 "Who We Are." KID smART. Web. 21 Nov. 2015.  
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four other committee members who join her provide a multitude of strengths needed in order to 
lead the initiative. !
Sonya Robinson, Director of Artist Corps New Orleans, brings her experience of leading 
an organization that addresses community needs through music education, promoting civic 
engagement, and sustaining the music legacy of New Orleans.33 Another prominent member of 
the committee is Scott Aiges of the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival Foundation. Aiges is 
the Programs and Marketing Director of the foundation, which caters to the preservation of jazz 
and music in the city.34 Kyle Wedberg, President and CEO of the New Orleans Center for 
Creative Arts (NOCCA), has over eight years of experience in leading an arts conservatory high 
school.35 Wedberg also has previous experience in working for the Recovery School District of 
New Orleans, which gives him the combined knowledge of what the charter school system is like 
in New Orleans as well as what quality arts education should look like.36 Lastly, Asante Salaam, 
artist and Outreach Manager at the Office of Cultural Economy for the City of New Orleans, 
brings in her robust knowledge for policy related matters that are intertwined with the politics of 
nonprofit work, educational policies, and cultural preservation for the city.37 Salaam also 
provides support and representation of the mayor’s office.!!
Established Citywide Support!
On February 24, 2015, a total of 143 people showed up to listen to what AGCNO was 
planning to offer the city and its youth.38 This event proved that the community values arts !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33 "Artist Corps New Orleans / National Performance Network." National Performance Network. Web. 26 Dec. 
2015.  
34 "About Us." The New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival Foundation. Web. 26 Dec. 2015.  
35 "Meet the President / CEO." NOCCA. Web. 5 Jan. 2016.  
36 Ibid. 
37 "The City of New Orleans." Cultural Economy. Web. 5 Jan. 2016.  
38 Appendix I: February 24, 2015 Community Forum Attendance Sheet 
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education for New Orleans’ schools and that they are willing to be a part of the conversation. Out 
of the 143, participants included teachers, parents/guardians, arts nonprofit leaders, and 
municipal leaders. They weighed in their approval for what the CAT had done to date, and 
offered solutions to problems and other critiques based on what they feel is needed as 
community members. !
Since the first community meeting, community members have expressed interest in being 
a part of the working committees they feel might be a good fit for them as well as asking for 
updates on the planning process. With so much positive community support, the AGCNO 
initiative should flourish because the people who know the city’s needs best created the best 
setup for the initiative.!!
Weaknesses !
 Like any organization, AGCNO has room for improvement. As it stands, AGCNO’s 
biggest weaknesses are a lack of staff and financial management, i.e. having an Investment 
Committee chairperson.  !
  
Lack of Staff!
 The lack of staff is the initiative’s biggest weakness. Since the Governance Council 
currently runs AGCNO, all members have their own institutions to tend to, which is causing the 
initiative to have a difficult time gaining momentum. Instead, the council is relying on their own 
availability outside of their respective institutions and other responsibilities. The initial budget 
for the first three years of AGCNO lists only two staff members, a full-time director and a part-
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time administrative assistant. With AGCNO still getting its bearings, two staff members should 
suffice while it gears up to move into the third phase of the Kennedy Center’s process. !
 Making staffing a priority will alleviate the workload that the Governance Council has 
tacked on, providing for AGCNO to run more efficiently. The Governance Council focusing on 
the duties that should be carried out by the AGCNO staff forces them to neglect their assigned 
Working Committee and puts the five goals that were developed by the community on the back 
burner. The search for a director has been placed on hold until additional funding is secured.!
 !
Lack of Investment Committee Chair!
In addition to prioritizing the staffing of AGCNO, the Governance Council should be 
more proactive about adding a chairperson to the Investment Committee, which addresses the 
second of the five goals. A chairperson to lead the Investment Committee means greater chances 
for undivided attention to be given to each of the five committees. The problem is that the 
Governance Council does not have their director to overlook the council and committees, but 
there is no one leading the Investment Committee to secure the funding for that position either. 
AGCNO is faced with a Catch 22 situation. !
There have been a several suggestions offered by the Governance Council as possible 
candidates to fill the role for committee chair, but nothing else has been agreed upon in order to 
push forward. Although there are five committee chairs and five committees, the current 
members of the Governance Council are unable to lead the Investment Committee due to 
inevitable conflicts of interests. It would be unethical for any of the current council members to 
seek investment and financial opportunities for AGCNO because their first financial 
commitment should be to the organizations they independently serve. Should the matter not 
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reach a timely resolution, this could result in delays in AGCNO programming. Delays in 
programming could mean a loss of interest by stakeholders in the initiative. !!
Opportunities !
 Recognizing and taking advantage of opportunities is detrimental to the success of any 
organization. In light of everything that is working against AGCNO, its opportunities include the 
ability to create the ideal organizational structure, build towards sustainability, and to maintain 
stakeholder buy-in and community support.!!
Create Ideal Organizational Structure!
 As mentioned before, the collective experiences of the Governance Council is one of its 
strengths. With that, the opportunity to create the ideal organizational structure for AGCNO is 
presented. Considering that everyone in the Governance Council brings a unique expertise to the 
table, they can ensure that there are little-to-no gaps in between. The council has proven their 
collective experiences to be of the utmost value when you look at how they facilitated the 
creation of the five goals for the initiative. If the pattern follows, the council’s decisions when 
deciding on how to staff AGCNO will benefit the initiative and provide a better chance for 
success. !
Initiatives such as this one require a lot of critical and analytical thinking before 
proceeding with any decisions. Knowing what to look for in prospective candidates is part of 
what will help the initiative gain momentum and become sustainable in the community. !
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Build Towards Sustainability!
 The Kennedy Center’s process indicates that any AGC initiative should reach 
sustainability by the time it reaches the third phase in its fifth year.39 The ultimate goal for this 
initiative is to provide equitable arts access to all of New Orleans’ public/charter school students 
through a consistent and sustainable organization. AGCNO will eventually separate itself from 
KID smART and become its own entity. AGCNO has the opportunity to live under a housing 
organization that has accepted fiduciary responsibilities for it. New organizations are incredibly 
unstable because they may not have name recognition or the initial funding to really get off the 
ground.!
 A solid plan for becoming sustainable is key. Once the new director is hired, it will be 
their job to come up with a sustainable fund development plan to carry AGCNO through the 
upcoming years. The advantage of already having a seasoned organization take on the fiduciary 
responsibilities while AGCNO gains its footing is what will allow for the initiative to grow 
stronger as it accomplishes its goals and mission.  !!
Maintain Stakeholder Buy-in and Community Support!
 Since its first community forum in February of 2015, the community has demonstrated 
strong support for the initiative. AGCNO has not yet reached programming, but has a few 
professional development workshops in place as well as established committees to help carry out 
the goals that were developed from the community meeting.40 The initiative is designed to have 
community support and buy-in. Now that AGCNO is on the minds of everyone, it is important to 
maintain the momentum. One way that AGCNO is working on doing that is through open !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
39 "Any Given Child - Program Process & Timeline." The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. The 
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. Web. 19 Nov. 2015. 
40 Appendix L: AGCNO Timeline 
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teacher development workshops. Although the workshops are tailored towards teachers, citywide 
announcements of these workshops prove to the community that AGCNO has not stopped 
working on bringing equitable arts access to New Orleans.!
 Another way of maintaining community involvement is through periodic email updates. 
Stakeholders receive news of not only on what AGCNO is doing, but the emails also request for 
hands-on involvement and for input surrounding what is being worked on. Ultimately, the ideas 
that the community brings to the table is of significant value. AGCNO has the opportunity to 
keep the community engaged by really listening to what the community says they need and 
acting on it.  !!
Threats!
 The factors working against AGCNO that are outside of its control are threats to the 
organization. In light of these threats, AGCNO should acknowledge them and create strategies 
for addressing them. The most foreseeable threats are an oversaturation of nonprofits in the city 
during a financial crisis and conflicts of interest. !!
Oversaturation of Nonprofits and the Financial Crisis!
 GuideStar reports 2,941 nonprofits that exist in New Orleans alone.41 This indicates an 
outstanding amount of competition for funding and community support. Although AGCNO is in 
a unique position because it does work closely with connecting area schools with other nonprofit 
arts organizations around the city, the competition for maintaining existence in the city is still 
very high. !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41 "Search Results." GuideStar. Web. 1 Feb. 2016.  
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Funding in the city and in the state is currently very limited due to state’s financial status 
being in an extreme deficit of $943 million.42 This means that although there are other financial 
avenues such as grants and private donations, AGCNO can still be affected due to the high 
demand for financial assistance by other nonprofits in the city and state. Generally during a 
financial crisis such as this, all areas are affected. Regular patrons to the arts may have to cut 
back due to tax hikes, local foundations receive an increased number of requests for grants, and 
an oversaturated population of nonprofits is left to suffer the consequences. Alternative financial 
avenues could mean seeking national and international grant opportunities, but that still calls for 
an increased level of competition for getting said grants. !
 !
Conflicts of Interest!
 Previously mentioned under the weakness that Governance Council has in finding an 
Investment Committee chairperson is the threat of possible conflicts of interest. These conflicts 
limit the ways in which AGCNO is able to locate and secure funding in order to reach 
sustainability. This threat to the organization is something that the Governance Council is very 
much aware of and is looking into ways of addressing this pressing concern. As it stands, there 
have not been any immediate actions taken to resolve the issue.!!
  ! !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42 Julia O'Donoghue, NOLA.com | The Times-Picayune. "Louisiana's Budget Is a Hot Mess: How We Got Here." 
Web. 15 Feb. 2016.  
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CHAPTER 4 – BEST PRACTICES!!
 The unusual nature of my internship caused me to use similar organizations in order to 
identify best practices. AGCNO is unique to New Orleans, just as other AGC sites have tailored 
their programming to fit the needs of their respective cities despite being part of the same 
national network. The sites used to compare and contrast have demonstrated a standard of 
excellence aligned with their programming. In that same respect, I looked at other arts 
integration organizations that are accomplishing similar efforts in bringing equitable arts access 
to public schools.  
 
Comparable Organizations!
AGC Network!
One of the most successful AGC models, as determined by the CAT, is MindPOP in 
Austin, TX. Brent Hasty, Executive Director of MindPOP, was invited to the February 24, 2015 
community forum for AGCNO. He addressed Austin’s unique challenges, and stressed how they 
ultimately differ greatly from those found in New Orleans.43 However, MindPOP also serves as a 
model to help understand how successful the initiative can be.!
The greatest thing that Austin has going for them is the community involvement of 
sustaining MindPOP.44 Hasty pointed out that it does not do any good to get the program off the 
ground if support falls right afterwards.45 Although this piece of advice seems self-explanatory, 
cities like Baltimore, MD and Tulsa, OK, who are part of the AGC national network, stressed 
how the fall in support has practically sent them back to the beginning of first phase.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43 Olander, Echo, Barbara Shepard, Scott Aiges, and Brent Hasty. "Ensuring the Arts for Any Given Child." Arts in 
Education Community Forum. George & Joyce Jazz & Heritage Center, New Orleans. 24 Feb. 2015. 
Address. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid. 
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Another successful AGC model comes from Springfield, MO. Their success lies mostly 
in the fluidity of their programming. Randy Russell, Senior Program Officer at Community 
Foundation of the Ozarks (CFO) gave a detailed outline of what their programming looks like. 
CFO creates a curriculum for each grade that focuses on one or two art forms and ties it back to 
what each grade focuses on for the year.46 The following is an outline of what their curriculum 
looks like:!
● K & 1st Grade- Opera comes into school, tied to Language Arts curriculum!
● 2nd Grade- Attend a ballet performance and “My Studio to Go” (art supplies with 
curriculum designed by art teacher)!
● 3rd Grade- Attend Druid University Symphony!
● 4th Grade- Film and Visual Arts, Theater and Springfield Symphony, tied to History 
curriculum!
● 5th Grade- Springfield Museum of Art, tied to Language Arts curriculum!
● 6th Grade- “My Studio to Go” (art supplies with curriculum designed by art teacher)!
● 7th Grade- Theater, working on a performance piece!
● 8th Grade- Missouri State University Performance (depends on age appropriate content) 
and “Connecting the Dots” (art history/analysis with Springfield Museum of Art)!
● 9th – 12th Grades- Missouri State University Performance tied to Language Arts 
curriculum (depends on age appropriate content)!
47!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
46 Russell, Randy. "Interview with CFO Senior Program Officer Randy Russell, AGC Springfield, MO." Telephone 
interview. 30 Sept. 2015. 
47 Ibid. 
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CFO’s approach to arts education is quite remarkable because it is linked with the expectations 
of Common Core, which was the biggest challenge they had to overcome in their community.48!!
Non-AGC Institutions!
Although both of the successful aforementioned AGC sites served as a roadmap for 
AGCNO to brainstorm ideas, they did not match up to the same challenges that the initiative is 
facing in New Orleans. After the first public meeting, there were two major concerns among the 
CAT, community members, and interested parties. The first issue was addressing the lack of a 
public school system in New Orleans. The city’s charter school system indicates there are 
multiple organizations that AGCNO will need to negotiate with in order to maintain this as a 
citywide initiative. This means that since there is not one superintendent to approve of AGC 
programming, the initiative will need to accommodate multiple requirements, curriculums, and 
budgets. !
 The second overarching issue was that of measuring success. During the meeting, it was 
established that the initiative could mean a great deal for New Orleans. However, with the 
saturation of nonprofits that already exist in the city, community members realize that 
maintaining interest and financial stability was going to be tough without proving that AGC 
programming will work.49 !
 To combat these issues is the fifth goal, Arts Hub. The fifth goal is what separates New 
Orleans from other AGC sites, ensures sustainability and success, and its greatest strategy to 
combat the unique challenges AGC faces in New Orleans. It came up during the February 2015 
community forum that schools already compete against each other for enrollment at the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
48 Ibid.  
49 Olander, Echo, Barbara Shepard, Scott Aiges, and Brent Hasty. "Ensuring the Arts for Any Given Child." Arts in 
Education Community Forum. George & Joyce Jazz & Heritage Center, New Orleans. 24 Feb. 2015. Address. 
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beginning of the semester, and the schools with higher enrollment rates receive more funding.50 
Knowing that piece of information initiated the idea of an online “arts education hub” that will 
codify schools as successful arts integration schools. The hub will be accessible by parents and 
school officials. !
 This idea is not unique to New Orleans. In fact, the online AGCNO Arts Hub is being 
modeled after another arts initiative that is not part of the AGC national network. The initiative is 
called Ingenuity located in Chicago, IL, and it is a very comprehensive model. Ingenuity’s “hub” 
is called artlook Map. They show every school in the district on a map, stylized like Google 
Maps.51 !
Each school on the map is color-coded one of five colors, which equal one of five 
rankings: 5-Incomplete Data, 4-Emerging, 3- Developing, 2-Strong, and 1-Excelling. The ratings 
indicate how well they integrate the arts into a curriculum based on quarterly surveys. The 
following is a breakdown of how elementary schools receive their certification based on 
quantitative measures: !
● Phase 1- arts liaison answers preliminary criteria!
o Staffing!
▪ 4 ! 0 Full-Time Employee!
▪ 3 ! .5 Full-Time Employee!
▪ 2 ! 1 Full-Time Employee!
▪ 1 ! 1 Full-Time Employee/350 Students!
o Minutes of Instruction!
▪ 4 ! 44 minutes or below!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
50 Ibid. 
51 "Artlook Map." Ingenuity, Inc. Ingenuity, Inc. Web. 19 Nov. 2015. 
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▪ 3 ! 45-89 minutes!
▪ 2 ! 90-119 minutes!
▪ 1 ! 120+ minutes!
o Access to art classes!
▪ 4 ! 49%!
▪ 3 ! 50-79%!
▪ 2 ! 80-99%!
▪ 1 ! 100%!
o Highest-numbered category score from the above questions is your Phase 1 
Rating. !
● Phase 2 arts liaison answers five questions!
o Does the school dedicate funding to the arts? Y/N!
o Do instructors have arts specific PD during the school year? Y/N!
o Does the school utilize arts integration strategies? Y/N!
o Does the school collaborate with at least one external community partner? Y/N!
o Does the school have exhibits, performances, or volunteer opportunities for 
students, parents, and community? Y/N!
● Calculate!
o If a school answers YES to 3 or more Phase 2 questions, it keeps its score from 
Phase 1. This is its final Category Rating.!
o If a school answers NO to 3 or more Phase 2 questions, it must add one to its 
score from Phase 1. This is its final Category Rating.!
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▪ Example: Phase 1 score was 4, but answered NO to 3 Phase 2 questions. 
Final Category Rating is 3-Developing.!
52!
Should the above model work for AGCNO, we can be sure of a couple of things. First, 
schools will have an incentive to provide a robust arts education experience in order to receive a 
high rating for their position on the arts hub. This will make these schools attractive to parents 
who have already expressed interest in wanting their child to receive a comprehensive arts 
education, and thus allow for schools to receive more funding. Second, it will allow for donors to 
see a consistent rise in arts education throughout the city and ensure their commitment to 
sustainable funding of arts programs. !
Now that AGCNO has entered into phase two with a new plan to combat the unique 
challenges mentioned earlier, a trial period will begin for the 2016-17 school year. AGCNO will 
work with 10 pilot schools to move them towards more comprehensive arts education. Pilot 
schools will receive planning support to strategize for sustainable, comprehensive and sequential 
arts education, funds for programming and arts resources including the possibility of residencies, 
professional development, field trips, and advocacy information about the arts in their school to 
engage students, parents and the community. The remaining 22 schools will have access to arts 
resources to ensure that every school has one or more arts organizational partner, that all students 
interact with professional arts and artists, and provide access to professional development 
opportunities.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
52 Ibid. 
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Arts Education!!
 The Wallace Foundation “is a national philanthropy that seeks to improve learning and 
enrichment for disadvantaged children and foster the vitality of the arts for everyone.”53 The 
foundation funds research that is used to identify strategies used in successful nonprofits as well 
as what strategies do not work.54 In a study focused on arts education, the Wallace Foundation 
published the best practices that were identified after interviewing 22 experts in the field of arts 
and youth development.55 The following are 10 best practices for out-of-school arts programs: !
1. Instructors are professional, practicing artists, and are valued with compensation for their 
expertise and investment in their professional development. 
2. Executive directors have a public commitment to high-quality arts programs that is 
supported by sustained action. 
3. Arts programs take place in dedicated, inspiring, welcoming spaces and affirm the value 
of art and artists. 
4. There is a culture of high expectations, respect for creative expression and an affirmation 
of youth participants as artists. 
5. Programs culminate in high-quality public events with real audiences. 
6. Positive relationships with adult mentors and peers foster a sense of belonging and 
acceptance. 
7. Youth participants actively shape programs and assume meaningful leadership roles. 
8. Programs focus on hands-on skill building using current equipment and technology. 
9. Programs strategically engage key stakeholders to create a network of support for both 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
53 "The Wallace Foundation." Learn About National Philanthropy –. Web. 2 Feb. 2016.  
54 Ibid. 
55 "The Wallace Foundation." Something to Say: Success Principles for Afterschool Arts Programs from Urban 
Youth and Other Experts. Web. 1 Feb. 2016. 
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youth participants and the programs. 
10. Programs provide a physically and emotionally safe place for youth.  
56!
Out of the ten recommended practices, AGCNO is only lacking in the area of having 
youth participants shape the programs. Considering that the initiative is only working with 
students between grades K-8 at the moment, it is possible that AGCNO believes that the students 
are too young to take on such levels of responsibility. Should AGCNO expand their reach of 
students, they may integrate their input in the programs.!
! !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
56 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER 5 – RECOMMENDATIONS!!
The planning process for AGCNO began at the end of 2014, and operations began at the 
start of 2016 with workshops for teachers and cultural institution leaders. Recommendations for 
AGCNO are minimal because the initiative is so new that it lacks a track record. My 
recommendations are based on what the initiative needs at this moment, and would likely change 
depending on which direction it winds up taking.  
 
Marketing & Branding!
 AGCNO needs to have a separate website instead of simply a link on KID smART’s 
homepage. If the initiative wishes to someday become independent and sustainable, it might 
want to consider how its brand is perceived next to KID smART’s. AGCNO, as it stands online, 
appears to be a KID smART program to someone who has no background knowledge regarding 
the initiative. This is especially important because AGCNO introduced itself to the New Orleans 
community as a citywide arts education initiative that does not belong to any one organization. It 
being a community run initiative is part of why AGCNO has the support it does. !
 This is not to say that KID smART should not be featured alongside AGCNO. In fact, it 
would make for a stronger community involvement if all partners involved were featured on its 
website. In turn, KID smART, along with other partners, can feature a link to AGCNO’s 
independent website. There will be an opportunity to launch an independent website once the 
AGCNO Arts Hub is up and running. In the meantime, it is important to consider how 
stakeholders and potential funders perceive the relationship between KID smART and AGCNO. 
Maintaining community support is of the utmost importance to the success of AGCNO. That 
support may fade depending on how the community perceives the aforementioned dynamics. !
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 Applying what I learned throughout my enrollment in the UNO Arts Administration 
Graduate Program, an evaluation of the AGCNO brand may be in order. Allocating funds, 
acquiring an in-kind donation, or requesting a developmental service from the Kennedy Center 
could be used to hire a branding/marketing consultant. The consultant will be able to assess the 
AGCNO brand as an outsider while still processing the concerns of stakeholders regarding how 
the initiative is perceived, which is regarded as a brand audit.57 Seeking outside help will result 
in unbiased data collection, task execution, and ensure an objective conclusion.58 !
 The brand audit is necessary because of AGCNO’s current associations. Pitching the 
initiative as “Any Given Child – New Orleans” and adding “The Kennedy Center” may cause 
further confusion regarding what AGCNO is about and who is in charge. The brand should 
reflect the local and community efforts applied to the initiative considering that it is AGCNO’s 
strongest point. The more that the brand feels like it is created for and by New Orleanians, the 
better chances AGCNO has in maintaining stakeholder support and ensure its own stability. !!
Staffing & Addressing Conflicts of Interest!
 AGCNO cannot move forward without a staff. It is imperative that a chairperson for the 
Investment Committee be assigned in order to secure the necessary funding to hire at least the 
full-time director for the initiative. Relying on the Governance Council to carry the weighted 
responsibilities of leading their Working Committees, leading the initiative, and still tending to 
their respective organizations is not practical. !
Now that they are all aware of the ethical issues that surround financial security for 
AGCNO, the members of the Governance Council need to make it a point to go through their !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
57 DeMers, J. (2014, November 21). Why You Need a Brand Audit (and How to Perform One). Retrieved March 6, 
2016, from http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jayson-demers/why-you-need-a-brand-audi_b_6195428.html 
58 Ibid. 
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networks to find someone experienced and interested to fill the role of leading the Investment 
Committee. This person should have substantial experience in securing funds and understand the 
inner workings of the nonprofit world. It is expected that the search for a new chairperson may 
take some time. However, the rate at which anything else is getting done is extremely low, and 
every other component of AGCNO is suffering because of it.!
So far, there has been a verbal understanding that KID smART operates in a fiduciary 
role for AGCNO. One possible way of getting around the issue of conflicting interests is to 
amend the KID smART by-laws so that it reflects its new role and outlines what its fiduciary 
status entails. The amendment can allow for KID smART board members to step into the 
Investment Committee chairperson position, or it could designate that Echo be allowed to 
allocate funds for AGCNO under KID smART. The latter, however, reinforces the issue of 
branding and further confusion for who owns what. Either way, doing so can allow for flexibility 
in allocating funds without discrepancies. !! !
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CHAPTER 6 – CONCLUSION!!
 The Any Given Child – New Orleans arts education initiative is at a pivotal point. The 
initiative faces a series of challenges that can be tackled directly with the right leadership. 
However, the initiative has a real chance of failing if the key problems such as a lack of staffing 
and hiding the brand under the KID smART brand is not addressed properly. !
In this report, I have established that the key to AGCNO’s success is to maintain 
stakeholder buy-in and community support. This theory is backed up in my SWOT analysis, by 
MindPOP’s Executive Director Brent Hasty who is an AGC network affiliate, and by the 
Wallace Foundation’s report on the ten best practices that should be applied in arts education 
nonprofit work. !
I have also established that community support partly came from the way that AGCNO 
was being marketed. Stakeholders bought into a new citywide arts initiative and not a KID 
smART program. AGCNO is in danger of losing support if stakeholders and community 
members feel as though AGCNO is veering away from what they originally understood the arts 
initiative to be. Since this problem is so heavily tied to branding and marketing, it is imperative 
that AGCNO take the necessary steps in order to establish themselves as a separate entity from 
KID smART even if they do hold fiduciary responsibilities.  
  On a different note, the Governance Council needs to make it a top priority to get a 
chairperson for the Investment Committee. Securing funds as quickly as possible will speed up 
the process of hiring a director who will work towards making AGCNO financially independent 
and sustainable. !
AGCNO has a lot to offer the New Orleans community, and it would be a shame to see it 
fall by the wayside due to missed opportunities for advancement simply because no one has time 
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to address them. It is an unfortunate reality that nonprofit work often struggles through. Although 
the Governance Council has the best intentions to get AGCNO moving in the right direction, 
there is only so much that can be done with its limited amount of time and resources between 
working with their respective organizations and maintaining those missions while trying to get 
another organization off the ground. However, approaching the opportunities, threats, and 
weaknesses with the proper strategies will ensure that Any Given Child – New Orleans continues 
to grow and provide equitable services to the New Orleans community.! !
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Summer(2014(!Echo!Olander!(KID!smART)!applied!for!the!Any!Given!Child!program!at!the!Kennedy!Center!with!the!support!of!other!local!culturel!instutution!leaders.!These!leaders!became!known!as!the!Community!Art!Team!(CAT).!
September(2014(!KID!smART!is!named!the!coordinating!agency!for!AGCNO.!The!CAT!lays!out!a!series!of!monthly!meetings.!the!Governance!Council!is!also!established,!and!their!meetings!are!mapped!out.!!!
Fall(2014(F(Winter(2015(!Data!is!collected!using!the!Kennedy!Center's!Data!Mapping!Tool.!The!data!found!is!used!to!draft!the!goals!of!the!program!based!on!the!needs!identiSied!with!the!data!collected.!!
February(2015(
(The!Sirst!communityTwide!meeting!was!held!to!introduce!AGCNO!and!the!goals!and!action!steps!it!has!in!place!for!the!city's!youth.!!
Spring(2015(F(Summer(2015(
(The!CAT!and!Governance!Council!continue!to!meet!!monthly.!They!go!over!the!notes!and!suggestions!from!the!Sirst!community!meeting!and!reSine!the!goals!and!Action!plan!for!AGCNO.!!
June(2015(!The!second!community!meeting!was!held!to!accept!the!goals!and!action!plans.!Committes!nominees!were!suggested!to!carry!out!each!of!the!Sive!goals!that!were!agreed!upon.!!
Fall(2015(F(Winter(2016(!Kennedy!Center!sponsored!workshops!are!Sinalized,!stakeholders!are!informed!of!where!AGCNO's!process!is,!and!committee!members!are!informed!of!their!duties!to!carrying!out!AGCNO's!goals!and!action!steps.!!
February(2016(
(Marketing!the!Kennedy!Center!sponsored!workshops.!The!Sirst!workshop!is!professional!development!for!teachers!using!music!as!a!teaching!tool.!Upcoming!workshops!include!professional!development!for!cultural!institutions!and!assessing!success,!and!a!residency!workshop!for!teaching!artists.!!
March(2016(
(Developing!!a!new!data!collection!method!targeting!10!pilot!schools!to!evaluate!music!in!the!schools,!and!identify!where!music!is!missing!in!schools.!
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